
September 26, 2022

Dear First Nations leaders,
 
Re: Chiefs Committee on Charter Renewal Committee Report 

We write this letter to you as the Charter Renewal Committee Chair and Co-Chair, guided by 
the principles that created broad support for a renewed CCoCR: truth, transparency, and 
accountability. The purpose of this letter is to share our progress in this regard and what we will 
do in the months and years ahead. 

We have completed the following work to date: 

Terms of Reference: 
We have reviewed relevant resolutions that give mandates to the Charter Renewal Committee 
and amended the Terms of Reference so that it aligns with this work, including adding terms to 
address matters of conflict of interest. 

Governance & Operational Review 
We’ve developed a draft Project Plan for an AFN Governance and Operational Review to be 
refined by our technical support team. Soon we’ll review the final draft Project Plan and use it as 
a basis for seeking external funding & engaging in external consultant services to conduct the 
review. This Governance and Organizational Review will include interviews with key informants 
participating in AFN processes and a material study of current policies and procedures against 
best practices. 

Forensic Audit: 
As a first step, our Committee will be engaging the services of an independent auditor to 
provide third-party advice to the Committee on understanding audit and forensic audit 
procedures and how to develop the scope of work. The Committee also intends to look at ways 
to develop a reasonable, logical, and cost-effective way to achieve the mandate of Resolution 
03/2022. 

Developing Charter Amendments 
We have developed 12 Draft Resolutions (“Charter Amendment Resolutions”), which will be 
distributed and submitted to First Nations before October 7th 2022, to be placed on the 
agenda for the 2022 Special Chiefs Assembly taking place December 7-9th, 2022. These 
resolutions are based on recommendations from the 2005 Renewal Commission Report that 
proposed several significant changes to the AFN to assist with a renewal of the national 
organization. These recommendations will include addressing topics such as Corporate Name 
Change, Statement of Values, AFN Orientation, Participatory Representatives, National Council 



and AFN Secretariat, Codes of Conduct, Governance Manual, Election Code, Conflict of Interest, 
Office of Auditor General, National Policy Forum, Elected Official Compensation. 

Next Steps: 
We will continue to explore other possible changes to the AFN Charter. We believe in 
improving the effectiveness of the national organization and building an AFN structure that 
better achieves its purpose. Our Committee will also oversee a comprehensive Governance and 
Operational Review of the AFN (as requested by the First Nations-in- Assembly), develop the 
scope and areas for a forensic audit, and bring forward further recommendations that address 
the concerns and needs of the AFN member First Nations. 

Feedback & Input:
In the coming weeks, we will distribute the draft resolutions with the hope that First Nations 
leaders and your technical advisors can provide meaningful feedback. We intend to circulate a 
Charter Renewal Feedback Survey to First Nations leaders to engage with you on the 
recommendations to understand the level of support and reasons for non-support so we can 
work collaboratively to build a strong consensus around the direction we need to move in. We 
also want to solicit ideas to better understand what we could explore. We also plan to make 
online presentations on the recommendations to present the various proposals. Our 
Committee Co-Chair, Khelsilem of the Squamish Nation, is available to meet with AFN Regions 
to give recommendations & answer questions. 

Final Thoughts:
If Canada follows other areas of the world as it relates to populism, a conservative government 
could be around the corner and the AFN must be ready. We must complete our internal 
cleaning and healing so that we can all be looking at challenges together united and strong. We 
no longer have the luxury of internal struggles that will take our eyes off of advancing our 
collective good. The governance work, the forensic audit and independent investigation will 
prepare the AFN for the road ahead.

Ninanaskamon!

Wishing you Peace beyond all Understanding, 
 

National Chief RoseAnne Archibald Chair Khelsilem
Chair / Portfolio Holder Co-Chair
Chiefs Committee on Charter Renewal Chiefs Committee on Charter Renewal
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